
RedmineUP offers Redmine hosting in SaaS
model and enters new markets
Redmine developer RedmineUP recently
enters new markets and Introduced fully-
featured Redmine system hosted in the
cloud provided in Software-as-a-Service
model

NEW YORK, NEW YORK, USA, July 3,
2017 /EINPresswire.com/ -- Going
forward towards rising demand for a software allowing not only for project management but for a
complete management of all business processes, RedmineUP introduced a new product in offer -
Redmine Hosting. It is offered in SaaS model (Software as a service) and is an application that
includes open sourced task management Redmine system with additional extensions, hosted in the
cloud. It is available for a convenient monthly fee, starting at $29/month.

It let companies optimize their spendings on IT infrastructure, and manage business process and
projects faster. As the cloud app does not require time and resources for installation and
configuration, it can generate on average $2000 of savings. Data is stored on advanced and safe
server infrastructure and backed up daily. Plugins allow for convenient Agile project management, as
well as managing billing, CRM, helpdesk, and other processes.

Moreover, the company expands into Germany, France, Spain, Brazil, Portugal, Poland and Japan to
meet rising demand from local customers. RedmineUP offered localized version of the website and
are actively starting cooperation with new partners. Apart from the regular presence, it already has
partners in primary markets of US, Spain, and Japan. Moreover, opened local representatives in
Bulgaria and Poland.

RedmineUP started in 2010, being the first commercial developer of plugins for open source platform
Redmine. The system is growing in popularity as a bug tracker and solution to manage tasks, IT
teams and projects. The company serves customers from over 100 countries and very diverse
industries. Company and its products are well recognizable in Redmine environment. They are used
by over 40.000 registered users and have been downloaded over 400.000 times. 

Among clients, there are 25 companies from Fortune 500 lists, and such well-known organizations
like NASA, Apple, Volkswagen, Samsung, Toshiba, France Telekom, Ikea, Fujitsu, Schneider Electrics
and Cisco. 

Apart from companies, there are also NGO and universities, among which are prestigious Ludwig-
Maximilians-Universität München, Australian National University, University of Florida or the University
of Arizona.
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